Pitt Study: Soaring Municipal Failures Loom

Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh's Center for Metropolitan Studies found that in the worst-case scenario, 112 cities, boroughs and...

Source: The Pittsburgh Quarterly - May 18, 2020

Part 2 Interview with Dr. Peter Salk who talks about developing vaccines for the Covid-19

>> well, it's wonderful to have encouraging news. but i have to say that the process to develop that first polio vaccine by my father and his team at the university of pittsburgh was a long and very carefully undertaken process. at this point there's such ...

Source: MSNBC - May 19, 2020

Part 1 Interview of Dr. Peter Salk who talks about developing vaccines for the Covid-19

>> for more, we welcome to the broadcast dr. peter salk, one of those little boys in the black and white photos. he's a professor of infectious diseases and microbiology at the university of pittsburgh school of public health. also happens to be president ...

Source: MSNBC - May 19, 2020
Traffic Is Way Down, Due To Lockdowns, But Air Pollution? Not So Much

"...plant production in California," says Emily Elliott, a geochemist at the University of Pittsburgh, who studies nitrogen oxides. Pollution...

Source Wisconsin Public Radio Online - May 19, 2020

Muralist Maxo Vanka's drawings come to Pittsburgh

Sylvia Rhor, an art historian who runs the University of Pittsburgh's art gallery, will serve as curator of the collection. Ms. Rhor is an expert on...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 18, 2020

MBA programs expect uptick in enrollment during economic downturn

The University of Pittsburgh's MBA program enrollment numbers seem to support this theory. In March and April, Pitt's professional MBA and other...

Source Pittsburgh Business Times Online - May 18, 2020

Frustrations grow over incomplete racial data on COVID-19 cases, deaths

"...resources, said Utibe R. Essien, an assistant professor of medicine at the University of Pittsburgh who co-authored a study on this issue...

Source The Hill Online - May 19, 2020

Colleges Aren't Reopening in the Fall

and the University of Pittsburgh was among the first to create a potential vaccine.

Source Chronicle of Higher Education Online - May 18, 2020
'Invisible community,' struggling during pandemic, warily eyes reopening

Libby Powers knew confinement and lack of personal interaction would be a problem. Her work as a research assistant at the University of Pittsburgh's...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 19, 2020
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Other

How to recognize and avoid drug side effects

Drug ads often push the newest, most expensive products. But they usually don't work better than older options -- and may be less safe, says Joseph T....

Source The Washington Post Online - May 18, 2020